CHAIRS

CHAIRS WITH ARMRESTS
CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS
DIRECTOR’S CHAIRS
TUB CHAIRS
TALL STOOLS
NATHALIE Chair / JUSTIN Desk in Limited Edition / NIGHT Floor lamp / MUSA Bookcase
**BUTLER**

Butler is a chair that, due to its elegant lines and sinuous armrests, can be used also as a small armchair. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collections. All covers are not removable.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

59x60x91h cm - Inch 23.2x23.6x35.8h

SH: 49 cm - Inch 19.3

**FINISHES**

- **BROWN MAHOGANY**
- **CANALETTO WALNUT**
- **BRUSHED BROWN OAK**

**DALLAS**

Dallas is a classic chair with essential lines. Upholstery available in all Armani/Casa fabrics, Leathers (cuoio) and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Covers are not removable.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

55x53x81h cm - Inch 21.6x20.9x31.9h

SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5

**FINISHES**

- **BRUSHED BROWN OAK**

**CODE:** 045973 MOG0C TR646, GRIMSEY FABRIC

**CODE:** 045006 RMA0D ER007, MANILA FABRIC
ELODEA

Upholstered chair equipped with two solid wood side elements which serve as armrests, as well as structural support. The armrests are curved, and both the seat and the variable-density rubber backrest have a convex shape to ensure ergonomics. Elodea can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. A special version in Vintage Brown Oak features the upholstery also in Thin Leather. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
54x56x92 cm - Inch 21.2x22x36.2h
SH: 48 cm - 18.9 Inch

FINISHES
- BROWN MAHOGANY
- CANALETTO WALNUT
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- VINTAGE BROWN OAK *
- BRUSHED LIGHT OAK

CODE: 048295 RVI0B TR645, GRIMSEY FABRIC

FIGARO

The Figaro chair is particularly comfortable, thanks to its soft padding and the inclined seat; moreover, the seat is higher than normal (cm 49.5). Figaro is available with tall or low backrest: the tall version better suits a dining table and has exactly the same height of the Dalia chair, so that both can be placed around the same table (Figaro at the ends, Dalia on the sides). Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
TALL: 57x62.5x102h cm - Inch 22.5x24.6x40.2h
SH: 49.5 cm - Inch 19.5
LOW: 57x62.5x90H cm - Inch 22.5x24.6x35.4h

FINISHES
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 048671 RMA0C TR712 (TALL SEATBACK), HELSINKI FABRIC
JYLIA

Jylia is an elegant dining chair with rounded profiles, featuring a clear Eastern inspiration. The curved tapered seatback continues in the back legs. The Jylia chair combines different materials like leather (seatback and armrests) and lacquer (legs and base). The seat of the red version can be upholstered with Jinhua fabric (color Jade Green/Ruby Red – TR775), Nagano fabric (color Petroleum/Red/Gold – TX023) or Red Leather. The blue and the green versions are available in leather and lacquer only. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
58,5x55,5x88,5h cm - Inch 23x21.8x34.8h
SH: 48,5 cm - Inch 19.1

FINISHES
- DARK BLUE LEATHER (CUOIO) / DARK BLUE LACQUER *
- DARK GREEN LEATHER (CUOIO) / FOREST GREEN LACQUER
- RED LEATHER (CUOIO) / RED LACQUER

LEA

Upholstered chair featuring a sinuous design, with large curved armrests and seatback to ensure higher comfort and ergonomics. Cantilever seat. Depending on the colour, the inside of the seat is refined with Soft Touch Leather or Thin Leather, while the outside is always in Leather (cuoio) of the same tone: Black, Dark Green, Dove Grey or Red. The chair features a decorative zip around the edge. Tapered legs in Canaletto Walnut, with c-shaped section. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
60x72x86h cm - Inch 23.6x28.3x33.8h
SH: 50 cm - Inch 19.7

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / LEATHER

* CODE: 048872 CA962 C1336

CODE: 050001 CA900 C0586
MADDALENA

Maddalena is a dining chair inspired by the Lincoln range, just with the addition of the armrests. The rear legs of Maddalena have a structure that continues in the backrest to create a single piece, in aluminum like the other parts to ensure lightness: those features are exactly the same that can be found on the Lincoln chair. The base structure of the front legs, instead, continues in the armrests and grants more stability. The entire structure is covered with Leather (cuoio).
MADE IN ITALY.

FINISHES

BLACK LEATHER (CUOIO)
CORTECCIA BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
DARK BLUE LEATHER (CUOIO)
DARK BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
DARK GREEN LEATHER* (CUOIO)
DOVE GREY LEATHER (CUOIO)
RED LEATHER (CUOIO)

DIMENSIONS

54x54x91 cm - Inch 21,2x21,2x35,8
SH: 48 cm - Inch 19,9

* CODE: 049325 CA185 C5286
NATHALIE

Nathalie is an enveloping dining chair inspired the shape of the iconic Classic chair by Armani/Casa, but with a wider seat. Nathalie features upholstered seat and seatback, with a visible wooden structure in solid Canaletto Walnut. The four legs continue uninterrupted to support the seatback. Nathalie can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics, Thin Leathers and Soft Touch Leathers in collection.  
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

60x56x79h cm - Inch 23.6x22x31.1h

SH: 48 cm - Inch 18.9

FINISHES

CANALETTO WALNUT

RIMA with armrests

Dining chair with upholstered seat and seatback. The reverse of the seatback features a carved structure with a cut out geometric motif that leaves the upholstery visible from behind. Rima can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection.  
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

53.5x57x93.5h cm - Inch 21x22.4x36.8h

SH: 49 cm - Inch 19.3

FINISHES

BRUSHED BROWN OAK
Dalia is a high comfort dining chair with flowing lines, which offers many customizable options. In fact, Dalia is available with or without housse, and without housse it can be selected with wooden legs or completely upholstered. In the wooden legs option, the seat and the seatback can be upholstered with all Soft Touch Leathers or suitable Armani/Casa fabrics in collection. Thin Leather can be selected only in combination with Canaletto Walnut. The completely upholstered version, instead, features padded legs and Satin Natural Brass feet. In this case, the upholstery can be selected among all Soft Touch Leathers, suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Technical Shagreen Fabric. A particularly elegant version features Maranello velvet on the seat and decorative Lafayette fabric on the seatback, in matching tones. The insertion of a handle on the reverse of the seatback is an extra optional feature. A protective mini slip cover can be ordered separately.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
46.2x65.2x102h cm - Inch 18.2x24.6x40.2h
SH: 51 cm - Inch 20.1

FINISHES
BLACK MAPLE
BROWN MAHOGANY
CANALETTO WALNUT
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
BRUSHED LIGHT OAK
VERONESE GREEN LACQUER
**GIOTTO**

Giotto is a simple but very elegant chair. It features a 1cm air between the seat and the rounded legs, for a lighter look. The padding is in polyurethane of different densities while the back is curved and slightly flexible, in order to be more comfortable and ensure the right ergonomics. The upholstery can be selected in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. It is also available in Thin Leather. Covers in fabric are completely removable.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**
46x55x85h cm - Inch 18.1x21.7x33.5h

**SH:** 48 cm - Inch 18.9

**FINISHES**

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- VINTAGE BROWN OAK
- CANALETTO WALNUT

**LINCOLN**

Lincoln is a chair completely covered in Leather (cuoio), characterized by a very linear design. The simplicity of its look creates a modern contrast thanks to the use of a monochromatic material. The rear legs of the chair have an inner structure that continues in the backrest to create a single piece, in aluminium like the other parts to ensure lightness.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**
53.5x57x93.5h cm - Inch 21x22.4x36.8h

**SH:** 47 cm - Inch 18.5

**FINISHES**

- BLACK LEATHER (CUOIO)
- CORTECCIA BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
- DARK BLUE LEATHER (CUOIO)
- DARK BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
- DARK GREEN LEATHER (CUOIO)
- DOVE GREY LEATHER (CUOIO)
- RED LEATHER (CUOIO)

**CODE: 048523 NOC0D TR848, LILLE FABRIC**
**OTTO**

Otto is a chair with low backrest. The inner foam structure of the backrest allows a slight flexibility. Seat and backrest can be upholstered with all Soft Touch Leathers in collection or suitable Armani/Casa fabrics.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

45x49x90h cm - Inch 17.7x19.3x35.4h

SH: 48 cm - Inch 18.7

**FINISHES**

- BROWN MAHOGANY
- BRUSHED LIGHT OAK
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

**RIMA**

Dining chair with upholstered seat and seatback, without armrests. The first version features the reverse of the seatback showing a distinctive carved structure with a cutout geometric motif that leaves the upholstery visible from behind. The second version, instead, features a reverse of the seatback with the outer frame only (with no geometric carving) that leaves the upholstery visible from behind. Rima can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

43.5x52x93.5h cm - Inch 17.1x20.5x36.8h

SH: 49 cm - Inch 19.3

**FINISHES**

- BLACK LACQUER
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
DUSTIN

Dustin is a director’s chair designed for one of Giorgio Armani’s yachts, and it is available in two different versions. The first one is foldable and presents a visible wooden structure combined with Delia fabric or all Soft Touch Leathers in collection, plus a Thin Leather option for the Vintage Brown Oak structure. The second version of Dustin is entirely covered with Thin Leather and cannot be folded. The elm version is matched with leather (cuoio) in Black, Corteccia Brown, Dark Brown, Dark Green, Dove Grey or Red. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
59x55x85h cm - Inch 23.2x21.7x33.5h
SH: 48 cm - Inch 18.9

FINISHES
- BROWN ELM
- BROWN MAHOGANY
- BRUSHED LIGHT OAK
- VINTAGE BROWN OAK*
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

* CODE: 048132 CA952 C0554, THIN LEATHER

** CODE: 048132 CA900 C0014, THIN LEATHER
CLASSIC

Tub chair for dining tables and desks. The Classic range offers an extremely curved seat marked by a plain minimalism. The seat outer structure has a wide choice of wood finishing with matching metal base. Seat, armrests and backrest can be lined with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Thin Leather is available only on the Canaletto Walnut structure. The rosewood version can be matched also with lizard effect leather. Covers are not removable.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

62x56x77 cm - Inch 24.2x22x30.3h

SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5

FINISHES

BLACK MAPLE / BLACK PAINTED STEEL •
BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS
CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD / BRONZED BRASS
VINTAGE BROWN OAK / SATIN BLACK NICKEL
VINTAGE BROWN OAK / SMOKED GOLD

• CODE: 048010 ACE0P P0402, SOFT TOUCH LEATHER
ANDROMEDA
Small upholstered chair with Brushed Brown Oak feet. It is available in all Soft Touch Leathers or suitable Armani/Casa fabrics in collection. Covers are not removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
69x61x76h cm - Inch 27.2x24x29.5h
SH: 46 cm - Inch 18.1

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK

EDWARD
Small tub chair marked by soft lines. This range was born from a reinterpretation of a chair designed by Giorgio Armani for his own yacht. The internal padding of convex rubber seems to enwrap the seat, while the suspended seat enhances the light look of the piece. The external structure is made of solid wood. The upholstery, when in fabric, can be removed by releasing the seat and the backrest from the wooden frame. Edward can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
79,5x65,5x70h cm - Inch 31.3x25.8x27.6h
SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

FINISHES
BROWN MAHOGANY
BRUSHED LIGHT OAK
BRUSHED BROWN OAK

* CODE: 048294 RMA0B TR628, GINEVRA FABRIC
BAR

Bar stool with metal structure. Upholstery in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Available in two heights.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
LOW: 42x47x93h cm - Inch 16.5x18.5x36.6h
SH: 65 cm - Inch 25.6

TALL: 42x47x103h cm - Inch 16.5x18.5x40.5h
SH: 75 cm - Inch 29.5

CODE: 045975 MNS0C TR895 (LOW), MEMPHIS FABRIC

FINISHES

Satin Black Nickel